WHAT ARE DEVELOPMENTAL MILESTONE STICKERS?
Developmental milestone stickers contain developmentally-appropriate early reading tips and may be placed on the inside or back of the books that the clinic prescribes. Stickers offer guidance to parents and extend the message of Reach Out and Read Colorado beyond the exam room and into the home. This reinforces the anticipatory guidance messages that parents receive from providers. If your clinic wishes to ‘sticker’ your Reach Out and Read books, we encourage you to buy labels and print sticker sheets (provided below).

WHERE CAN I PURCHASE THE APPROPRIATE SIZE LABELS TO PRINT THESE STICKERS?
www.onlinelabels.com
• Product code OL125WX - Standard White Matte - 4”x2” labels
• Specific printing instructions for these labels can be found by visiting www.onlinelabels.com/instructions/OL125WX. Printing is compatible with both laser and inkjet printers.

Various office supply vendors (Staples, Office Depot, etc.)
• For laser printers:
  • Avery 5163 (100 sheets/1000 labels)
  • Avery 5263 (25 sheets/250 labels)
  • Avery 5963 (250 sheets/2,500 labels)
• For inkjet printers:
  • Avery 8163 (25 sheets/250 labels)
  • Avery 8463 (100 sheets/1,000 labels)

WHAT DIFFERENT TEMPLATES ARE AVAILABLE?
Labels can be printed 10-per-page from the sticker sheet PDF templates below. Choose which age group and whether to print stickers in English, Spanish or Bilingual.

Infant Stickers
For books for children age 0-6 months
BILINGUAL CLICK HERE
ENGLISH CLICK HERE

All Ages Stickers
For books for children age 0-5 years
ENGLISH CLICK HERE
SPANISH CLICK HERE

DOES IT MATTER IF I PRINT THE STICKERS IN COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE?
No. The stickers were designed to look great if printed in color ink or black & white ink.

GENERAL TIPS FOR PRINTING LABELS:
• Before you print onto label sheets, first print onto a blank piece of paper. Place the sheet in front of the label, and then hold the sheets up to a light to make sure the positioning is correct.
• Handle label sheets by the edges and allow to dry completely to avoid smudging or smearing.
• If you are experiencing alignment issues with printing, verify the page scaling is set to none and un-check the “auto rotate and center” option in print settings. It may also be labeled as “resize page to fit printer margins.”

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR REGIONAL COORDINATOR WITH ANY ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS.